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THE NEATEST NOTE I SAW WHILE ATTENDING THE ANA CHICAGO
show in August 2011 was this spectacular $2 issued by The Bank of
Tennessee.  The kicker was that the note wasn’t at the show.  Instead, I was
staying with my brother who lives nearby and his neighbor brought it over

with some other pieces to see what I thought of them.
The group of notes had been passed down to her via her grand uncle, so in

numis-speak, it was coming right out of the weeds.  This hints at authenticity.  I love
finding stuff in the weeds!

The note is a Garland 869 in Paul Garland’s The History of Early Tennessee
Banks and Their Issues, and isn’t a rarity.  The thing that makes it great is the fabu-
lous inscription written on the back; specifically:

“if anything happens tuo me
Samuel Mathias
please no fied
My Sister
Mrs. C. Green
1817 Green St
Harrisburg, Pa”
It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to deduce that Mathias was a Union soldier

who probably picked the note up while serving in the Tennessee campaigns.  He
might have served under Grant.  Being a fatalist facing the hell of those gruesome bat-
tles, he added his plea to its back knowing someone would pick through his personal
effects if he were killed and certainly take at least the money.

Soldiers in all wars figure means to have their bodies identified.  World War
II GIs wore dog tags around their necks.  Iraqis now employ more effective tattoos on
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their torsos as they face getting blown away by suicide bombers or roadside bombs.
The inscription on the Tennessee note transforms it from a low grade mar-

ginally collectable note into an historic piece with a poignantly human story.  The
piece transcends numismatics.

You wonder if Mathias made it through the war.  Then you speculate on
where he came from, whose commands he served under and what became of him.
The assumption is that he survived the war because there is no blood on the note or
anything else that can be attributed to battle damage.  There has to be a story here.

One thing is clear.  Mathias was barely literate, so it is unlikely he was an

officer.  This fellow had to be a grunt, and he mostly like came from Pennsylvania.
These ideas and questions were coursing through my head as I drank in the

note.  I thought it was a truly great one.  I patted myself on the back for being mature
enough to look past the condition of the note and to have read the inscription.  In
fact, I wasn’t paying much attention to anything else but the inscription.  

I made a scan of the note, and everyone I flashed that scan to at the show
expressed the same excitement and reverence for the thing as did I.

What I know about obsolete notes can be written on my thumbnail with a
magic marker, so I figured the first step was to get educated about the note itself.

‘if anything happens tuo me . . . please no fied My Sister’
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Frankly, I didn’t even know if it was classified as a Union or Confederate obsolete note.
If it was from a Confederate bank, that would make sense because Mathias

would have picked it up as a souvenir and it would have served as a convenient piece of
paper for his message.  On the other hand, if it was from a Union bank, it still might
have been good, and it would defy logic that he would have tied up that much spendable
cash to carry his message when other scraps of paper were available to him.

The note was issued by The Bank of Tennessee with headquarters in Nashville.
Nashville was in Union hands in 1863, which was the handwritten date on the front.
However, this particular note was issued from the bank’s office in Danvil according to
the penned location in the appropriate blank on its face.  Obviously, Danvil was an
abbreviation for Danville.

Danville was situated along the Tennessee river some 63 miles west of Nashville,
and was founded in 1860.  It was a strategically important berg during the war because it
was an important port for river boats plying the Tennessee river.  Also it occupied the
eastern end of the old Louisville & Nashville Railroad bridge that spanned the river con-
necting Middle and West Tennessee.  The town fell early to Union forces so was in
Union hands when the note was dated.  A Union garrison there protected the bridge.

Today Danville is drown under Lake Kentucky, one of the chain of lakes behind
the network of Tennessee Valley Authority dams on the Tennessee river.  You can visit
the former site of the town by taking Tennessee state highway 147 west from Stewart to a
bridge where the road crosses the lake, and look down on the ruins of the Danville grain
elevator built in 1915, which now sticks out of the water there.  That road is called the
Danville highway.

I contacted veteran Tennessee national bank note collector Charles Dean about
the note.  I thought of him because he has been in the game as long as me and we always
rub shoulders if something Tennessee comes my way.  He said he didn’t know much
about obsoletes either, but did provide the Garland catalog number.  I forgot to ask if
the bank was Union or Confederate.

Next I scratched my head and thought.  Hey, there’s another Tennessean who
has written extensively about Tennessee obsolete notes, and that fellow is Dennis
Schafluetzel.  I even have his digital book on the banks of Chattanooga.  Dennis had the
goods.

He wrote in a lengthy e-mail that The Bank of Tennessee was incorporated
January 19, 1838, with the state as one of the major stockholders.  It failed in 1865.
Most of the notes from the bank were issued prior to the war so they classify as Union
obsoletes.  However, some were issued in December 1861 so those technically qualify as
Confederate issues even though they didn’t indicate they were payable in Confederate
Treasure Notes.

Since the state was part owner, the U. S. Supreme Count ruled that the state was
liable for the outstanding notes, so the state government acting under a state act passed
April 24, 1875, developed a protocol whereby the notes could be used to pay state taxes.
This authority was extended in 1883 and 1885.

The issued notes were good during the early part of the Civil War, so it appears
our fellow Mathais was carrying around $2.  That’s not all bad.  At least whoever would
rifle through his possessions if tragedy befell him would pay close attention to real
money.  His sister just might get notified.

I took a break from reading Schafluetzel’s information and decided to go after
the people involved in the inscription.  By the way, Schafluetzel sounds Swiss.  That last
name would have been a prime candidate for shortening into something more American
when his people passed through Ellis Island.  It should have come out Smith or some-
thing.  Who dropped the ball there?

Anyway, I got on the web to see if I could find Samuel Mathias and any Greens
who lived on Green Street in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.  All I came up with was that
1817 Green Street exists in an old part of town.  I couldn’t develop any personal infor-
mation of any kind.  Too bad.  Apparent dead end here.
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Getting back to Dennis’ e-mail, I learned the parent bank was in Nashville; how-
ever, branches had been established in Athens, Clarksville, Columbia, Knoxville,
Memphis, Rogersville, Shelbyville, Sommerville, Sparta, and Trenton.  Ah oh, Danvil[le]
isn’t on the list.

Schafluetzel went on to say that the bank note company imprint on the note was
that of Carpenter, Casilear & Co., a firm that was in existence between 1850 and 1857.
The notes normally have handwritten dates from the 1850s.  Not good.  The piece under
the glass is dated 1863.

Furthermore, the Haxby obsolete catalog lists the notes from the bank with the
following disclaimer.  “These are mostly remainders with phoney filling in.” Ugh!  Bad
news.  Dennis opined “I believe this is what you have.”

Armed with this crumby news, I took a more careful look at the note, drinking in
details I had overlooked previously.  The note has a handwritten date of Jan. 1, 1863 and
carries handwritten serial number 1000.  Both stink – they are too regular.  What’s the
chance my guy got note 1000?

Now we have a dilemma.  Just what is the story here?
Pretty clearly this piece is a doctored up unissued remainder.  The question

becomes who fabricated it and when?  There is a hint.  The bank failed in 1865.  It is
unlikely the remainders got out before then.  Probably this note was a post-Civil War fab-
rication.

Who did it, and how did my brother’s neighbor’s great uncle get his hands on it?
We’ll never know.  All we know is that people save stuff that looks like money when it falls
into their hands.  This guy saved the same some curious stuff.  His lot contained a handful
of circulated $1 and $2 large size type notes, some Japanese pesos from the Philippines, a
Philippine Victory note, a $1 1935A Hawaii Silver Certificate and another $1 1935A blue
seal from the BC block printed in 1942, and a couple of Japanese war-era notes.  The guy
had served in the South Pacific, and probably in the post-war occupation, so stuff from
that era in his life stuck to him.  He probably got the earlier type notes from his parents.

The Bank of Tennessee note was out of character here, but it looked like money,
so however he got it, it went into his little collection.  We’ll never know.  Everyone with
relevant knowledge is dead.

As for who produced this fantasy, the job looks old.  People started hawking Civil
War souvenirs from the moment the first shots were fired in the war.  Collecting Civil War
relics got real popular after the war was over.  The possibilities are endless.  All we know
from observations of collectors summarized in Haxby is that the remainders from the bank
got out, and at least one person had a good time filling them in with bogus information
and pushing them off on the eternally gullible souvenir collectors of his day.

This whole thing has been a great experience and eye opener for me.  How else
could I learn such stuff.  How could I know that the old Danville grain elevator sticks out
of the water in Lake Kentucky, or interesting information on how the state of Tennessee
got stuck having to redeem notes issued by this particular bank, or that there is a Green
Street in Harrisburg, PA that I can zoom in on using Google earth.  I even had to reac-
quaint myself with the sweep of the Civil War campaigns through central Tennessee.  This
note took me on a great romp for several days!

More fun was watching the faces on fellow collectors and dealers light up when I
flashed the image of the note with the inscription before them at the ANA show.  All
instantly figured the significance of what they thought the note was trying to tell us.  I did-
n’t have to say a word!

You know, come to think of it, if I could get my hands on the piece, the way to
handle it would be to set up at a big show, put it in with other notes in my display case,
and watch people light up as they too figured it.  Of course, no price tag would be on its
holder.

I wouldn’t have to say a word.  The fabricator did all the work long ago.  He cre-
ated a truly authentic looking heirloom.  Sooner or later some believer would come along,
get real excited and try to buy it.  I’d casually say “It’s not for sale.”  Then I’d watch the
hundred dollar bills peel off his roll as he attempted to bribe it out of me.

Enough of them, and well . . .!                                                                                    �
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